
~ EC60091
Machine Intelligence and Expert Systems

Department of Electronics & EC Engineering
Mid semester Examination, Autumn 2016-2017

Full Marks: 40
Time: Two hours

Directions: All the answers should be brief and to the point. All the parts of a question should be in
one place. If you answer the same question multiple times and do not pen through them, only one of
them will be considered for the correction and marking. Unfair answer scripts and unfair practices
will be penalized.

1. The following table notes a few of the attributes with corresponding values to rate a particular
movie as Hit or Flop. Here the Result is the target concept.

Ratings Script Songs Budget Renowned Shooting Result?
Actors Location

High Good Average High Yes Abroad Hit(+)

High Good Hit High Yes Abroad Hit (+)

Low Poor Hit ' High Yes lndia Flop(-)

High Good Hit High No India Hit (+)

a. Perform candidate elimination algorithm and find out general and specific boundary
sets.

b. Diagrammatically represent the version space.
c. Given an instance < High, Poor, Average, High, Yes, India>, classify the movie as

Hit/Flop based on majority voting criteria.
[10]

2. A new test is developed for the detection of cancer. When it is tested in a group of 113 patients
with cancer, 79 have a positive test. In a group of 217 individuals without cancer, 10 have a positive
test.
a) What is the specificity and sensitivity of the test? .
b) Another test is performed on 1000 subjects by considering pre:~lence from prev.l~u~ test as t~e
prior probability of the cancer. The new test und~r. these C?n?ltiOnS has a sensitivity of .80.Yo.
Assuming the specificity is 95%, calculate the positive predictive value and negative predictive

value? [2+2+3+3=10]
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3. The following table shows the distance between some cities within the state of Wisconsin.
The distances are given in kilometers

CH GC l
City MA MI AP

MA 0 78.7 105.8 216.1 223.8

MI 78.7 0 107.2 283.1 291.5

AP 105.8 107.2 0 222.4 239.3

CH 216.1 283.1 222.4 0 46.0

GC 223.8 291.5 239.3 46.0 0

Use Hierarchical Clustering with single-linkage to cluster the cities by hand, until all cities
are in the same cluster.

a) For each iteration, show the cluster membership.
b) For each iteration, show all pair wise distances between clusters.
c) Drawa dendogram for the above cluster formed

[10]

4. Coach of a cricket team wants to discriminate whether his team would win or not based on the
followinz datat:>

Home Ground Experienced Batsmen Bowlers 'vVin
No Yes No Yes Yes
Yes No Yes No Yes
Yes Yes Yes No Yes
No No No Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes No Yes
No No Yes Yes No
No No No No No
No No Yes No No
Yes No No No No
No No Yes Yes No

a) Greedily learn a decision tree using the ID3 algorithm and draw the tree.
b) Write the learned concept for a match to win as a set of conjunctive rules and disjunction.
c) The solution of part b) above uses up to 4 attributes in each conjunction. Find a set of conjunctive
rules using only 2 attributes per conjunction that still results in zero error in the training set. What
can be the minimum depth of the new decision tree? Draw the new decision tree.

[10]
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